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Abstracts 

 

Matthew Cheung Salisbury – [University College Oxford] 

'Participation in the Medieval Liturgy' 

 This paper seeks to challenge preconceptions about the ways lay and clerical people understood 
and participated in the liturgies of medieval England, and argues that they did indeed participate, in quite 
different ways than may be imagined. Specifically, medieval Christians were discouraged from noisy vocal-
isation and instead encouraged to consider intertextual, allegorical interpretations of what they were see-
ing and hearing, and to use the public rites of the Church, properly explained, as an inspiration for person-
al devotion. The literate, too, were able to ‘participate’ in worship by hearing and recognising the links 
between rite, Scripture, and sung text, revealing new insights. 

 

Naomi Speakman – [British Museum] 

‘My soul in your hands’: Iconographic Finger Rings of the 15th century 

 Iconographic finger rings are one of the most prolific type of object to survive from the 15th centu-
ry; to date nearly 150 have been recorded through the Treasure process and nearly 50 are to be found in 
the British Museum’s collection. The most detailed examples, such as the Coventry Ring, are complex ma-
trices of text and image which can only be fully enacted by touching, turning, reading and wearing. This 
paper will provide an analysis of the iconography and text found on the surviving corpus and the role 
these played in the experience of worship. Particular attention will be paid to a ring recently found in the 
East Midlands engraved with a unique pairing of saints, which raises new questions about the wearers and 
makers of such items of jewellery. 

 

Michaela Zöschg – [V&A] 

Spiritual Clothing and Glittering Bling: The Role(s) of Opus Anglicanum Copes in Medieval Church Perfor-
mance 

 In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the embroidery workshops situated in London’s Cheap-
side were famous for producing luxurious garments embroidered in silk and gold. These were coveted not 
only by English queens, kings and bishops, but especially by cardinals and popes on the continent. Large 
numbers of expensive church vestments were sent to the papal courts of Rome and Avignon, where they 
appear in inventories under the term Opus Anglicanum (English Work).  

 Whether regarded as spiritual clothing or glittering bling, when swinging around its wearers’ mov-
ing body, a cope was transformed into a piece of visual performance art: it revealed glittering glimpses of 
the figures of Christ, the Virgin Mary and the saints, and mirrored the images and colours of paintings high 
up on the walls of churches and in the windows of cathedrals.  This paper will explore some of the roles a 
cope could fulfil in the context of the non-verbal aspects of medieval church rituals, and ask how the pre-
cious materials and complex iconographies embroidered onto this garment may have been perceived in 
their original context.   

 

Matthew Champion – [Birkbeck] 

Conditor or Con? The Musical Clock of St Catherine's Rouen (1321) 

 In 1321, the famous Benedictine monastery of Saint-Catherine-du-Mont, Rouen, installed a clock 
which played the advent hymn Conditor alme side rum (Dear Creator of the stars) on its bells. Or did it? 
This paper investigates the controversial history of this clock by exploring St-Catherine’s in the fourteenth 
century, and its place in the modern historiography on musical time measurement. 


